ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
‘A’ ZONE INTER-COLLEGIATE TOURNAMENT 2013-2014

AT ANDHRA UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

From 01.02.2014 to 07.02.2014

FIXTURES

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM – 530 003
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Participants must bring their Identity Cards duly signed by the Principal.

2. Each team has to pay Rs.200/- for Cricket and Rs.100/- for other games each match towards Umpiring Charges.

3. Managers/Representatives must accompany their teams and they are responsible for the conduct and discipline of their players.

4. Team wise typed Eligibility Pro-forma with SSC and Intermediate pass certificate Xerox copies duly signed by the Principal/Physical Director are to be handed over to the concerned game In-charges well in advance.

5. All Participating teams shall wear proper uniform with chest numbers whenever applicable.

6. The team Managers are requested to inform the Organizing Secretary/Game In-charge well in advance if any team is withdrawn from the tournament.

7. Team shall report at the venue 30 minutes before the schedule time of commencement of the match.


9. Players must be below 28 years, after Intermediate not more than 9 years (i.e. not more than 5 years in a Bachelor Degree and not more than 4 years in Post Graduation rule shall be followed).

10. The latest rules of respective Sports Federation as adopted by the AIU shall be followed.

TOURNAMENT RULES:

1. Up to Pre Quarter Finals 20 overs a side
2. From Quarter Finals 40 overs a side
3. **Balls** Glorex or its equivalent or Superior quality up to Pre-Quarter Finals
   Famex Super or its equivalent or superior quality from Quarter Finals.
4. **The Results:** In case of abandonment of Match due to any reason, irrespective of the state of the match, the result shall be declared through SPIN OF COIN. This rule is applicable up to Pre-Quarter Finals. However, a re-match shall be conducted from Quarter Finals.

//Sd//
(M.SYAM BABU)
Organizing Secretary
CRICKET

01  GVP Degree & PG
02  AU Science & Tech
03  SVVP VMC
04  Mrs.A.V.N. College
05  Sanketika College
06  A.U. Pharmacy
07  B.V.K. College
08  Dr.V.S.K. College
09  AU Engg College
10  SIMS College
11  GVP Engg
12  AU Arts College
13  IASE
14  Samata
15  Prism
16  Dr.LBC

Venue: AU Golden Jubilee Ground’s  LBC: Dr.L.B.College
VOLLEY BALL

Silver Jubilee Ground on 01.02.2014 at 8.00 AM

01. GVP Degree & PG
02. AU Science & Tech.
03. SVVP VMC
04. BVK College
05. Prism College
06. Mrs.AVN College
07. IASE
08. AU Arts College
09. AU Engg College
10. Samata College
11. AU Pharmacy
12. Dr.LB College
13. X
14. Sanketika
15. GVP Engg College
16. Dr.VSK College
BADMINTON

A.U. Gymnasium on 01.02.2014 at 8.00 AM

01. AU Engg. College
02. SVVP VMC
03. GVP Engg
04. Prism College
05. ‘X’
06. Dr.V.S.K.College
07. AU Arts College
08. AU Science College
09. GVP Degree & PG
10. Sanketika
11. IASE
12. Mrs.AVN
13. BVK College
14. Samata
15. AU Pharmacy
16. Dr.L.B. College
BASKET BALL
A.U. Silver Jubilee Ground on 01.02.2014 at 8.00 AM

01. AU Engg. College
02. Samata College
03. SVVP VMC
04. Sanketika
05. ‘A’
06. GVP Engg College
07. GVP Degree & PG
08. Dr.L.B. College

 TENNIS
A.U. Tennis Complex on 02.02.2014 at 8.00 AM

01. AU Engg College
02. GVP Degree & PG
03. SVVP VMC
04. GVP Engg
05. Dr.L.B.C.
KABADDI

A.U. Silver Jubilee Ground on 02.02.2014 at 8.00 AM

01. Samata College (Bye)
02. AU Engg College (Bye)
03. Dr.V.S.K.College
04. BVK College
05. AU Arts College (Bye)
06. AU Science (Bye)
07. Prism College
08. Mrs.AVN College
09. SVVP VMC
10. Dr.L.B.C.
TABLE TENNIS
A.U. Gymnasium on 01.02.2014 at 8.00 AM

01. Dr.L.B.C.
02. Gowri D.C.
03. AU Science
04. Samata
05. GVP Engg
06. Mrs.AVN
07. BVK Colleg
08. AU Arts
09. AU Engg.
10. SVVP VMC
11. IASE
12. AU Pharmacy
13. Sanketika
14. GVP D & PG (Bye)
KHO-KHO
A.U. Golden Jubilee Ground on 03.02.2014 at 8.00 AM

1. AU Arts
2. GVP Engg
3. Samata
4. SVVP VMC
5. Dr.VSK
6. Dr.LBC

BALL BADMINTON
A.U. Golden Jubilee Ground on 03.02.2014 at 8.00 AM

1. IASE
2. SVVP VMC
3. AU Arts
4. Dr.VSK